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Dear neighbors,

We are busy now compiling a list of all volunteers, kids and families 
who participated, projects we did, photos taken and stories shared. 
We hope to make a small informal booklet about this experience, 
begin a neighborhood blog site to share ideas, experiences and stories 
of how we all can work together to make a better life in our com-
munity by helping each other, inspiring creativity in problem solving, 
providing more opportunities for public art projects for all ages and 
enjoying our time together.

It occurred to me at the play ground yesterday, when seven or more 
kids ran up to me with warm greetings and parents, who before the 
strike did not even know each other, now wave to each other with 
a sense of appreciation and trust, that we have built relationships 
through our common goal to support our teachers, children and their 
rights to better educational conditions. These relationships have the 
power to endure, to grow and to build. Many people, kids and parents 
are no longer isolated from one another, they now know they have 
each other to turn to, to entrust their children in each others care and 
to stand together in solidarity.

This is indeed a great and strong community and it takes adversity 
sometimes to bring us together. I am very grateful for having had the 
chance to work with you all. 

My best,
Laura

Introduction

“When they started grade schools with hundreds of young boys, one of the 
problems was how to prevent them from having sex, of course, but also from 
developing friendships... (I)t is quite true that since some of the relationships in 
society are protected forms of family life, an effect of this is that the variations 
which are not protected are, at the same time, often much richer, more
interesting and creative than the others,”

”Michel Foucault, from “Sex, Power, and the Politics of Identity”

Schools have created their own crisis. American schools are the most unequal,
unfunded, and unsuccessful in the industrialized world (and beyond) because
they have realized and, as a result, betrayed the “dream deferred” of a unitary 
society. Both owing to and in spite of their egregious segregation (nowhere 
more than here in Chicago), school has become symbolically central to dis-
solving historical bonds within and between communities, in the service of 
generating a population of autonomous subjects. In such a situation, nobody is 
in charge because everyone is in charge. What Foucault calls a “truth-game” 
becomes incoherent when the game shifts to a theater of endless confl ict be-
tween students, teachers, administrators, parents, and policymakers. The reason 
that we see this dynamic most clearly in the U.S. is that other countries have 
not yet dealt with the massive project of socially engineering a diverse society. 
Sooner or later, they probably will.

Elementary and secondary schools are no place to learn because they exist to 
deprive learning of value. Post-secondary schools may encourage quite a bit of
learning, on the other hand, but at that point the asymmetry of fi nancial and 
intellectual value is hardly a latent contradiction. Whether any theoretical edu-
cational context can create new “variations” of social relationships- be they
post-formal, informal, etc.-- is probably not the point. What seems worth doing
is creating some examples and documenting them, which is why the staggering
amount of effort invested by Laura Shaeffer and John Preus in one year at the
Southside Hub of Production (SHoP) to put on exhibitions, performances, din-
ners, lectures, discussions, stores, displays, workshops, and classes, deserves 
to be memorialized in some way. Not necessarily as a historical succession of 
activities and events and images (although that as well), or even as a model, 
but as a glorious opportunity for improvement. In projects motivated not by 
the lumbering momentum of mass anxiety but by the quickly-burning spark of 
brilliant individuals (the ideal of our educational apparatus), the longest-lasting 
legacy may be scraps and shrapnel. Hopefully this book can be such a queer 
little artifact.

Bert Stabler



SHoP’s kichen photographed by Lizzy Szwaya

ARENA was a literal and fi gurative public forum placed within 
a private domestic space. The work is a full-size amphithe-
ater but with intimate proportions, which was used for public 
teacher meetings, theatrical performances, public discussions, 
and movie screenings. The work was a collaboration between 
Erik Peterson, Adam Farcus, Madeleine Bailey, and Alexander 
Stewart.



John Preus, Laura Shaeffer and Jim Duignan. Photograph by Dave Rentauskas for Chicago Artist Month 2012



About Southside Hub of Producti on

SHoP (Southside Hub of Producti on) is a community centered project that 
encourages local culture making and is a space where broad ideas on pedagogy, 
performance, and innovati ve experimentati on meet with traditi onal iterati ons on 
similar subjects. Through a range of alternati ve arti sti c practi ces, contemporary 
and folk art installati ons, small economy building, community music, woodsmith-
ing and poetry performances, potlucks, and a consistent form of generosity and 
neighborly exchange, SHoP has become an important social center in Chicago. 
The Southside Hub of Producti on has served as a neighborhood hub to gather 
and exchange resources and experti se, install artworks and provide space for 
local groups to use. It is an open place to speculate on what a publicly engaging 
enterprise can off er the residents and in return, help to imagine bett er examples 
of resourceful living, communal arti stry and a higher quality of life.

Jim Duignan

Opposite page. Laura Shaeffer photographed by Lizzy Szwaya 

edge walking:

this term came to me while I was endlessly walking 
around town with my littlest son Sebastian. He had to 
find the edge of everything to walk along, the edge of 
the sidewalk, the railing, the concrete raised things, 
the planters, the steps, the curbs. I began taking pho-
tos of his “edge walking”.... the project was abandoned 
sadly... still.

Ideas, inviting artists to take on areas of the house 
and develop them, the  woodworking studio and shop, 
the soft shop, the resource library, the thrift and so 
on.

I imagined several camp site like spaces as well. Forts, 
hammocks, tents, shacks, hideaways, places to dwell 
temporarily with our minds and our bodies. edge walk-
ing, growing more on me. talked about it with Jasper 
today, he said “ Wait, Basti used to edgewalk?” As if edge-
walking were a known term.  L.S. 

Collected story by Laura Shaeffer. Photograph by Hui-Min Tsen



When a house is not a home, it is simply a place where 
things happen, like history as one thing after another.  The 
bifurcation of house and home, or the splitting them into two 
separate values is at once absolutely true and understand-
able, as many cliches are, but also misleading.  The “house” 
in this metaphor could be understood as the materials, the 
things, the bricks and mortar…while the “home” is the intan-
gible qualities-the love, the care, the attention, the family, 
general engagement and contentment…  But it is through 
the material world that concern is exhibited and redeemed. 
(John Preus)

Excerpt by John Preus. Photograph by Hui-Min Tsen (left) Photographs by Hui-Min Tsen Portable top 10, Jim Duignan’s top ten pedagogical primers built by John Preus



During the summer of 2012, I was able to talk with Laura 
Shaeffer about her ideas around SHoP, the Southside Hub of 
Production, the original image she had in initiating this com-
munity enterprise, her infl uences and how she saw the future. 

Jim What is SHoP?

Laura SHoP arose from a project called Op Shop, which be-
gan in 2009. Op Shop utilized formerly vacant storefronts on 
a short-term basis to create experimental sites of community 
involvement and artistic exchange. Op Shop was a nomadic 
project whose aim was to create temporary communities with 
hopefully lasting connections. Through the four iterations of 
Op Shop, the many needs of the Hyde Park community were 
brought to our attention. The idea to secure a more perma-
nent home for these needs to be met was the foundation of 
SHoP. SHoP (Southside Hub of Production) is a grass-roots, 
community-centered project framed around basic human 
needs and the vitality that the arts can bring to a contemporary 
urban community. Currently SHoP offers artists and citizens 
a unique opportunity to be part of a creative community com-
mitted, but not limited, to a specifi c neighborhood. Through a 
range of alternative artistic practices and generous neighborly 
exchange, we explore local social and political life through 
attention, critical analysis, and collective problem solving. 
Artists involved in the house are asked to engage beyond the 
studio - to think creatively and aesthetically as citizen artists.

SHoP currently houses studio and exhibition space, a com-
munity-run wood shop and shared semi-public work space, 
a venue for community meetings, regular Sunday potlucks, a 
soft fort room for all ages, an autonomous project space for 
kids, shared offi ce space for local non-profi t organizations, 
a self-governing thrift shop managed by student interns and 
volunteers, Red Flags Salon (a comfortable, intimate meeting 
space for conviviality and small-scale programming), space 
for movement, meditation, and bodywork, ongoing program-
ming and events including writing groups, social events for the 
elderly, music, poetry, dance, and theatre, historical reenact-
ments, lectures, presentations, performances, panel discus-
sions, and more.

“The space had a feeling about it. That a community was building a unique institution in cooperation with 
others. Others who wished well on a space for collectivity. A community fi lled with well wishers. Everyone 
brought something of themselves to the Fenn House particularly Laura Shaeffer, the steward that exposed 
the shortcomings of other institutions by example. This big place that may be something else will always be 
SHoP for the kids who ran into the building out of breath, their drawings are speckled throughout the book 
and I hope they don’t stop running at full speed and drawing. 



Inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright’s atrium design at the Rookery Building in downtown 
Chicago, Near Wright investigates the dualities between public and private, intimacy and 
vastness. Leaded glass patterns break through the woodwork found  in the Fenn House. 
Both architectural sites have an immense presence on the viewer; the fi rst a public lobby 
vast and open, and the second a private home, intimate and closed. By combining these 
two architectural places I hope to invoke a phenomenological understanding of space, 
place, house and home. 

Crystal Gregory
This House is Not a Home

Zamin living room performance. photographed by Lizzy Szwaya



philosophy by Jasper

Garbage collection, in the fi eld of computer science, is related to the process of memory 
management. Peterman’s site-specifi c installation, occupying the library of a historic Hyde Park 
mansion neighboring the University of Chicago, takes a lower-tech approach to this conjoining 
of waste and memory. One ton of multicolored, post-consumer plastic boards pose as surrogate 
books, fi lling the library shelves and simultaneously tiling the fl oor. The project establishes a 
seamless connection between the architectural repurposing of a former waste material and the 
contemplation of this same material as a type of stored data. In this modest southside archive, 
an endlessly varied post-consumer color palette and vast reserve of petroleum-derived polymer 
molecules is off ered into our collective memory. Dan Peterman 2012. Supported by the artist, 
SHoP, and Hyde Park Kunstverein, Chicago.

top. photograph by Beate Geissler bottom. photograph by Lizzy Szwaya  



Hello Jim,

For the book you are compiling I wanted to propose a series of photos and writing that 
I did in regards to an experiment conducted with my family. We did a thing which we 
called “pizza parade” where we walked from Pulaski to Harlem on Archer Ave as an 
effort to get to know my neighborhood and create a memorable experience for my family 
instead of going on vacation. For this we entered every pizza resturant in this allotted 
area and asked for a free slice of pizza and explained our reason for doing this. The 
results of which were really interesting and could be used as a model or framework for 
others to get to know their own neiborhood or just to navigate through the life in an effort 
to transcend the mundane and create memories. It was an amazing expeirence and one 
that I will take back to my classroom. I think it would be well suited for the book that you 
are compiling about art education and community learning. I have attached some photos 
on this email and the one to come.

Truly, Alberto

Photographs of Sonia Aguilar with 
children from oldest to youngest not 
in any order; Madeleine, Isabella, 
Paolo and Joaquin. 
Photos by Alberto Aquilar.  

Jim How does SHoP work?

Laura SHoP is run by artists and community members who volunteer their
time, energy and creativity on a regular basis. In many ways it operates as an 
informal cooperative, programmed largely by and for the community, encour-
aging a sense of co-production within an environment conducive to experimen-
tation, spontaneity and hands-on informal learning.

It works by people showing up, by inspiring others to show up as well and 
by the collective will to secure an independent, public space on the cultural 
landscape. SHoP works by continuing to question accepted reality, by fostering 
courage and creativity in our communities and by acknowledging and using our 
local resources, thereby cultivating a higher quality of life.

Southside of  SHoP. photographed by Lizzy Szwaya 



Jorge Lucero installation of  his classroom placards in the art room (detail) photographed by Jim Duignan

Classrooms have become a ubiquitous staple of the community art center and the SHoP class-
room carried the evidence of numerous events, workshops, activities and even open studio times. 
The classroom (whether actual or virtual) has become a mainstay in socially leaning art projects 
because of its almost automatic promise of democracy, criticality, and service to the public good. 
Education—a desperately clingy “common good”—seems to always need a present teacher though 
to get started and I wanted to situate the space in a manner that it could function as a learning 
space, but more autonomously. 

My contribution to the exhibit On Making Things Matter, consisted of a series of placards for the 
everyday things in the SHoP classroom. The placards consisted of a quick digital illustration of the 
object I found in the room (e.g. a staple gun, an unused canvas, a box of nails) and two pieces of 
text: An “imagined origin, purpose, or related narrative” and “directives for a potential assign-
ment.” The fi rst piece of text--the “imagined” text--was meant to situate the object either in history, 
craft, or personal memories. The second text--the directive--is meant to promote the use of that thing 
in a new way within the SHoP classroom. The directives are usually open ended and intended to 
encourage generativity and making. 

The objects that received placards in the room were: Exit sign, fl ag, glue bottle, handmade guitar, 
handheld mirror, handwriting practice paper, cardboard helmet, solvent spray bottle, laundry basket, 
marker, mask, jar full of wine corks, bathroom mirror, paint container, pedestal, owl mask, pegboard, 
stack of wood pieces that look like books, pencil on string, radiator, spool of ribbon, cityscape, tape, 
rope, math tables, safety goggles, drawing of the word “faith, can of shaving cream, embroidery 
rings,  shower door, pile of old newspapers, 8 1/2 x 11 paper, staple gun, styrofoam form, sunglasses, 
tabletop, toilet paper tube, toilet, towel rod, garbage can, drawing made with tape, xylophone, air 
conditioner, armature, bathtub as storage, chalkboard, blank canvas, boba fett cutout, box of nails, 
brayer, broom, cassette organizer, chair, clamp light, scrap wood closet, coat hook, crate, and deco-
rative element.
                   

Jorge Lucero



Group Questions / Happiness Potluck and Dinner at SHoP

1. What is the magic that results in “needs and resources meeting”?
2. What are the examples of effective coalitions and how do their zones of infl uence (people, places, 
purposes) coalesce?
3. What kind of communication systems/mechanisms (both talking and listening) are already in 
existence and how can these be drawn upon and streamlined to strengthen coalitions?
4. How can coalitions/communications be fostered to best address needs in support of raising the 
quality of life in a community with competing interests?
 

Here are some of the fi ndings of the groups:
 
Introductions are an invitation--that is the way to get everyone on board
Idea of Audience--active participant of collaboration. Audience may not know what they want until 
they experience that thing

Technology creating a sense of “one way street”  vs. a personal relationship with object or art piece

RELATIONAL MAGIC—was coined
Garbage can theory of management:  Resources and Needs aren’t created but they both live out there 
and you reach in and fi nd the one that is there. You don’t just need to generate a resource but you 
need to open the line of communication to meet the need
 
Upgrade the quality of life  to think about magic in the individual--and their belief of be-
ing something larger than themselves

In Europe-there is a fusion between quality of life and standard of living-from experience living 
threw. The US seems to equate the two, but they are different. How can we integrate quality of life 
into standard of living? and What is the Quality of LIFE? Its not just having another car…perhaps 
we need to start rethinking things? How do we project that into the community or invest in our chil-
dren?  Improve the quality of living. Are all people included?  How do you act as an agent to foster 
people who feel like outsiders?

Building awareness through Arts 
How can we provide defi nition, discussion of value?
Finding spaces and inhabiting the spaces as organizers.  What are people’s motives for making these 
inhabited spaces
Ayn Rand vs Jane Adams
Community spaces vs. non profi ts?
Servicing communities or seeing ourselves amongst the communities/part
Dependency develops
Grassroots vs Institutional spaces and how people feel about each

MONEY-
How do we sustain things? Rich people are like the ocean, we can borrow money from them but it 
always goes back there.
Tension is produced because we don’t all agree why we are here together in a particular space-- but 
we can learn from this
 
Guacamole increases happiness--food brings togetherness

What is a community? How is it defi ned? Us? or NOT THEM?
How can this be qualifi ed or quantifi ed?
Energy-- greater than the sum of its parts-- communicating to a larger community
Risk taking--to create a great coalition--free from fear

Jorge Lucero’s  classroom placard

T A B L E T O P

Imagined origin, purpose, or related narrative: 
At some point during all my classes I invite my students over for a meal. This 
appears to be a mere event or celebration, but in truth, I would really like to 
present this gesture to my students as a pedagogical gesture. I want them to 
understand what it means to be generous as a means to produce moments of 
learning. These instances of affect also present the possibility of relational and 
not easily catalogue learning moments. This is just the beginning gesture of 
something that—even I—am unsure of when it comes to worth. I’m having to 
trust that it will be okay. 

Directives for a potential assignment:
At some point during the next week, split your lunch with someone else. Allow 
this move to be an artwork. 



philosophy by Sebastian

Happiness Potluck and Dinner at SHoP

These two events as part of the city-wide Happiness Project curated for 
6018NORTH (*) joined together two of Chicago’s newly formed community 
art initiatives on the north and south side - 6018NORTH and SHoP. The meals 
aimed to raise quality of life issues and ask how a neighborhood with its 
artists, small business people, architects, thought leaders, and urban planners 
can work together, support each other, and their respective communities to 
increase the quality of life within the city.
 
The fi rst meal was an open dinner and discussion for the public. When asked 
about the common denominators of successful community organizations, the 
group decided that a charismatic visionary who was a passionate advocate 
who knew their fi eld and could rally individuals was needed to further group’s 
goals. They decided there also needed to be win-win situations, where all felt 
they were benefi ting from their labors in the group. A fi nal discussion ensued 
about the role of government and whether this helped or hindered community 
organizations.
 
The second meal was for invited urban planners, architects, non-profi t admin-
istrators, organizers, activists, artists and thought leaders, all engaged in the 
social realm. This group was jointly compiled by John Preus, Laura Schaefer, 
and Tricia Van Eck. Over a fi ve course meal prepared by Ichha Deva Ra, the 
individuals broke into groups to discuss these four questions developed by 
artist Adelheid Mers and Tricia Van Eck:

Happiness Potluck and Dinner, part of  the Happiness Project organized by Tricia Van Eck



A collaboration between Mike Moceri and Tom 

Burtonwood on a project at the  Southside 

Hub of Production. They three dimensionally 

Scanned (with the Kinect, Reconstructme + 

Netfabb) visitors walking into SHoP’s  opening 

reception and developed 3d images on site for 

participants to take home with them. All the 

“portraits” were scanned and uploaded to Thin-

giverse to share with/on the internet. 

Opening Reception: Saturday, May 26th, 6:00 – 11:00 pm

3d scanned portraits of  Lizzy, Adam and Sebastian George Kagan’s magical radios



As art objects, Kagan’s pieces occupy a hybrid space, with inexpensive car radio faces embedded 
into highly crafted wooden exteriors, and outfi tted with tweeters, subwoofers, and amplifi ers, offer-
ing up deliciously resonant sound. Kagan’s works jog in time, oscillating between technological ob-
solescence and nostalgia, mass manufacturing and skilled carpentry. Ex-Static offers a body of work 
that weds pop with symphony, all while conjuring up the distant pre-TV days when families gathered 
around the radio like an information shrine, as well as the more recent times when we carried stacks 
of cassette tapes in our cars. Kagan seems to be advocating for a radical form of capitalism, one that 
pushes back against our reality of planned obsolescence and constant technological updates leading 
to a cycle of throw-always. Kagan’s work recalls the beginnings of Radio Shack: one store in Boston 
run by Theodore and Milton Deutschmann, who were dedicated to providing intrepid customers 
with parts to build their own ham radios, but also its current incarnation as a multinational sprawl of 
franchises where the car radios are now purchased. by Erik Person and Jeremiah Hulsebos-Spofford.

The Questions We Ask

I get into trouble at “self-organized” events.  I’m told, “Don’t organize! We’re 
self-organizing!”  Whereas, what I see are game-makers and game-players. 
So, instead, I look for the “freedom to organize”. I appreciate clear leaders as I 
think they open the way for all to lead.

Laura Schaeffer liked my ideas on the meaning of life and art.  She encour-
aged me to come to the opening of “On Making Things Matter: Strategies 
For Preservation” on May 26, 2012 and speak for fi ve minutes at the wooden 
“amphitheatre” installed in the front room. As usual, I wondered how to make 
the most of it.

At SHoP, I gave people cards and asked them to write their answers to two 
questions:
* What is your deepest value in life, which includes all of your other answers?
* What is a question that you don’t know the answer to, but wish to answer? 
About 30 gave me their answers.

When the ampitheatre was free, we gathered to talk.  I brought a large canvas 
that I had painted based on questions I had gathered at Occupy Chicago in Oc-
tober, 2011.  I had noticed how some questions focused on “me” (What should 
I do?) or “me and you” (How can we talk?) and expanded outward to ask about 
growth, love, and an ideal society.  Other questions took a heavenly view (How 
are we one? What is life? What is God?) or a hellish view (Why sin? Why evil? 
What is our fate?)  As each of us shared our question, we considered where it 
might fi t on the canvas.  It was impressive to see them all fi nd a natural place, 
to sense that truth may be tangible and even absolute.

One participant was frustrated that I mentioned God, and in particular, the 
relevance of a bigger point of view that we might check ourselves as we prod 
others to grow.  We launched off into a vivid conversation that lasted for hours.

We benefi ted from how the ampitheatre held us close together, allowed us 
to sit higher or lower, as we wished, while we looked down upon the canvas 
stretched out on the fl oor.  I’m happy to say that Laura was pleased and that 
this led to a workshop I give at SHoP on July 26, 2012 to share “meaningful 
episodes in life” as resident artist of the Bronzeville Historical Society creating 
a centerpiece for the Pullman State Historic Site.

Andrius Kulikauskas



The Wedding Cake Project 
A Personal Dinner Invitation
Curated by Alberto Aguilar
Est. 2009 - ongoing
food installation

Replica of wedding cake, centerpiece, paintings, recipe card

I’ve been confectioning an idealistic recreation of my wedding 
cake to alleviate distressing memories. I bake this cake for public 
events and share it with friend and strangers. The effect of this 
action doesn’t fail in conjuring the sour memories, but manages 
to impose itself as a celebratory centerpiece.

Edra Soto

The Wedding Cake Project by Edra Soto

PLATE, TABLE, CHAIR:  Chicago: Potluck at SHOP by Amy M. Mooney

“To plate” a dish is to present it, offer it up for the pleasure and substance of another.
“To table” is to settle an issue or concern, bringing it to the attention of others.
“To chair” is to direct, offering time, thought, and insight to the accomplishment of a task.

At the South Side Hub of Production, there is no lack of plates, tables, or chairs to sup-
port the actions described above. Under Laura Schaeffer’s watchful eye, the space for 
such actions is generously available. John Preus’s fanciful recyclings offer a place to sit 
and a structure for the work at hand. Community contributions provide the rest, including 
a regular rotation of art, music, and activism. SHoP serves and cultivates a diverse com-
munity, welcoming and supporting all.  For these reasons, our collective, Chicago: Pot-
luck sought refuge there on a snowy February night last year.  Our goal was to welcome 
new members to the collective and to gear-up for another spate of community-based art 
actions.

Potluck: Chicago, lifts its name from the collective meal to which everyone brings a dish. 
Using this metaphor, the UK interdisciplinary arts organization, motiroti partnered with 
various local institutions, including Columbia College, Dorchester Projects and En Las 
Tablas Performing Arts Center, to gather a diverse body of participants interested in ex-
panding their understanding of arts activism. Potluck: Chicago was launched in the fall of 
2011 through a series of shared meals, skill workshops, and discussions about strategies 
for reimagining the social life of the city. Participants in the Potluck engaged in the initial 
stages of creative placemaking: imagining, evaluating, and becoming increasingly aware 
of the dynamic power of socialibility. Deferring result and fi nalization, the participants 
took risks and pushed their own levels of comfort. From passing out plate invitations to 
a meal with strangers to fashioning sock puppet avatars for children, Potluck: Chicago 
looked to the social inequities that mark our neighborhoods and relationships with one 
another. 

Our time at SHoP allowed us to incorporate additional creative individuals interested in 
the aesthetics and experience of careful listening, thoughtful conversation, and com-
munity organizing.  Our potluck at SHoP provided that initial connection and welcome 
that is needed to sustain and initiate such a practice.  Later, our work became the basis 
for an interactive platform featured in the recent exhibition, FEAST:  Radical Hospitality 
in Contemporary Art at the Smart Museum.  In addition to photographs, maps, journal 
entries, and plates, the installation prompted viewers to contribute their on thoughts on 
community building. Responses to questions such as “What is YOUR comfort food?” and 
“What small act could improve your community?” were written on post-its that in turn, 
fi lled the gaps between our initial actions. The fi nal question looked to the future, asking 
visitors to communicate their biggest concerns for Chicago as a whole. Layers upon 
layers of post-its affi rmed mutual commitments to fi ghting segregation, homophobia, 
and violence. As a whole, this aggregate of data confi rms the relevancy of local interac-
tions and daily conversations through which participants can generate more equitable and 
relational methods of negotiating the diversity our body politic. As the visual evidence of 
a multi-tiered and on-going project, Potluck: Chicago demonstrates the myriad of ways 
that we can come to the table and share ourselves with others. At SHoP, not only we were 
privy to plate, table, and chair, we were able to convene and expand our awareness of the 
viability of such models.  As such, the contingencies of this socially engaged art form 
become all the more visible and valued.



philosophy by Phin

Shower Altar

Initially conceived as abstract paintings in                                         
space, the installations became contemplative site-
specifi c altars in two bathrooms at Fenn House. Toy 
sand molds of the Colossseum and Mt. Rushmore are 
evidence of the high, sacred, and nationalistic become 
low.  Plush forms become marks of paint and New Age 
candles become line in space.  Their symbolic value 
disappears into their saturated color and texture until 
the whole composition becomes a painting within the 
frame of the shower.  

Katherine Harvath



2) That an interpretation of our age from the perspective of Communication Systems 
(McLuhan, Ong, Innis, etc...)  in which we might conceive our new mode of communica-
tive interaction as a form of “second orality” offers deep insight into how to translate our 
excessively bookish forms of education into a meaningful realization of learning that is 
timely and relevant.
3) That there is something of substance in claims being made concerning a shift in human 
consciousness (Jean Gebser, Ken Wilbur) such that integral approaches to education 
(hence, interdisciplinary) are vitally needed.  This move will entail a necessary Icarus-
like return to the ground of our being...the primordial stuff that is the concern of such 
disparate modes of investigation as alchemy, existential phenomenology, and philosophi-
cal anthropology. 

Under the infl uence of these assumptions, I am working at developing a new mode of 
teaching which I tentatively am describing as “performative lecturing.”  I sometimes 
describe what I am attempting to do as to bring together the following things: feasting, 
dinner-theatre, a cirque-du-soleil pageantry and imaginal event-uality, and the original 
meaning of colloquium (the colloquy having originally been conceived of as an after-
dinner lecture or sermon) by means of integral consciousness.   Part of my motivation in 
pulling these frames of reference together is to recover the capacity for celebration from 
its trivialization in what we experience as mere entertainment. (Perhaps celebration is 
“meaningful entertainment.”)

For instance, I am in the process of developing a performance of “Dwell is a Verb” 
which will be integrated with a tapas dinner.  This will be an integral mix.  The serving 
of courses and the performing of vignettes  and music will be intertwined.   Tapas and 
vignettes--it seems to me a perfect pairing of differing modes of nourishment. (One might 
ask, from the perspective of attention span, why tapas cuisine has become an attractive 
mode of feasting in our age.  Is it, as we bemoan, that our attention span has deteriorated?  
Or is it that we need a form of attention which is characterized by an alterity in which a 
multitude of “topics” (tapas) can be integrated?) 

Performance lecture by Jeff  Ediger



philosophy by Jim Duignan

Dwell is a Verb 

A Lecture Performance 

Jeff Ediger

The performance I gave at SHoP is titled “Dwell is a Verb.”  This project is grounded 
in a statement made by a recent philosopher, Emmanuel Levinas, who says: “We dwell; 
therefore we build architecture.”  To which I add the caveat, “Sadly, then, we forget how 
to dwell.”  (Heidegger has a similar emphasis on dwelling, but I prefer Levinas’ approach 
which is more fi rmly rooted in intersubjectivity.)  The substance of my performance, then, 
which consists of performative readings of “imaginal vignettes,” is an attempt to recover 
the human capacity for dwelling which makes architecture possible, but is then neglected.  

(The actual performance is a shared stage event with “Good Dust,” an acoustical folk-
singing duo.   My reading of vignettes is punctuated by sung interludes.  The songs are 
loosely associated with the themes of the vignettes.  Future performances will also incor-
porate visual imagery and I am currently working in collaboration with a mixed-media 
artist who will be developing photographic/painted images to pair with my vignettes.)

The vignettes themselves describe scenes from life experiences which embody particu-
lar aspects of the act of dwelling which I describe in such a way as to simultaneously 
(conceptually) “melt down” architectural elements (architecture being a form not just of 
“frozen music” (Schilling), but, more primordially, of “frozen dwelling”) to recover the 
human capacity which has made it possible.  I have attached a sample vignette in which 
I have “melted down” the door to recover a sense of the “human door” in this scene of 
dwelling I have described.  This vignette also demonstrates my practice of invoking cli-
ches in such a way as to reawaken the vital images which inspired them.  My fascination 
with cliches has deep relevance for my sense of the need to recover the space for wisdom 
in our age and in our approach to education.)

I describe my vignettes as “imaginal” because I am attempting to hammer out a style of 
storytelling that draws upon both narration and poetry.  I suppose one could call them 
“poetic narratives” or even something approaching a parabolic genre, but “imaginal 
vignettes” feels like a larger room with more windows and doors--lots of light--and with 
plenty of nooks and crannies to explore.

My vignettes and the whole project are infl uenced by and draw upon my work in 
architectural restoration.  (I run a small business devoted to the restoration of vintage 
architectural wood--doors, windows, interior wood trim, built-in cabinets.)  Some of the 
experiences I describe, then, come out of my work.

Meta-Context
I am, fi rst and foremost, a teacher.  I consider performance a tool of teaching.  But I am of 
the persuasion that a new form of teaching is called for in our age.  I will just say that my 
approach is infl uenced by at least three deeper observations:
1)  That an antidote to the excess of abstraction which “the age of reason” and the 
abstraction of technology have imposed upon our life and learning is a recovery of a wis-
dom frame of reference (hence, I suggest, the attractiveness of memoirs, reality and how-
to t.v. shows, storytelling, and other forms of experience-based learning/entertainment)



Eric Bartholomew’s Junk Drawer display

Junk Drawer is a series about odds and ends of all 
different sorts. These are the kinds of things one 
might find stashed in a junk drawer, or things that 
are simply junk drawer in nature.  They are essen-
tially objects that don’t have a place to belong, 
yet are saved anyway.



  
THE FENN HOUSE STRANGLER 

ANTIBODY CORPORATION   

  

Created and performed by Adam Rose, with addi-

tional videography by Charles E. Roberts III.  

An on-site video investigation of the Fenn 

House, in which I portray both a male perpe-

trator (the Strangler) and the female victim.  

In embodying simultaneously both poles of the 

horror film narrative, I point to a possible 

spiritual reading of its material.   

Video installation: Open House: It Is What It 

Is, Southside Hub of Production, October 1st, 

2011  Video screening & live performance: The 

Fenn House Strangler, Southside Hub of Produc-

tion, March 3rd, 2012   

film still, The Fenn House Strangler, Antibody Corporation Vanity by John Preus



The Potluck: developing a ‘glocal network’ of neighborhood artists

Potluck groups are invited to self-organize as Potluck: [city-name] 
(or to operate under another group name as they so choose); and to 
liaise with motiroti, and other Potluck groups as they form, to build 
new collaborations, share intelligence and collaborate in other ways 
that further the overall project.

Some defi nitions:

 A potluck is a meal to which everyone brings a dish.

 The Potluck Project seeks to increase local connectivity and 
participation, using food sharing and community art making, to spark new 
conversations and actions about how we might harness the full potential of 
our ‘world cities’.

 Potluck groups are artists making work in, with and for their 
local neighborhoods in emerging ‘world cities’. They use food sharing and 
common Potluck principles to achieve positive social change.

 The Potluck Principles are that, as well as working within par-
ticipatory arts best practice guidelines, a local Potluck circle commits itself 
to working:

 accessibly – using food sharing as a means to develop the widest 
and most diverse public engagement, and to foreground diverse cultural 
riches of the locality; to enable creative work to extend from places where 
people of all kinds can be engaged and appreciative.

 Responsively-’from the community end’ – actively listening and 
being responsive to expressed briefs, ideas and concerns of communities and 
participants – putting the interests of people before the creative intentions of 
circle members, and working on creative platform(s) accordingly;

 openly – to increase and diversify circle membership; working 
transparently; taking work into other sectors where possible to increase 
connections and opportunities;

 professionally – being respectful of all organizations and people 
engaged – taking responsibility and recognizing support; being clear in 
dealing around ownership and crediting of ideas and activities.

 persistently – seeking ongoing engagement with those with whom 
a circle might connect;

 generously - sharing skills and insight widely and freely through 
documentation; by offering peer to peer support;

 sustainably – being resource-effi cient – putting value on making 
visible, and bringing into a local network, existing as well as new activity 
that supports the aims of the project.

John Preus photographed by Lizzy Szwaya



Dave Ford’s work is characterized by parasitic mechanisms, in this 
case, the movement of a truck, recorded by a complex system of 
pencils weighted with bottles of water that make marks on sheets of 
paper laid out in the back of a rental truck.   Ford works carefully to 
compose the marks according to his knowledge of what sort of mark 
is produced under given circumstances, over a given period of time. 
“anything less than 8 hours doesn’t make an interesting drawing,” 
says Ford. 

Ford’s drawings turn the truck into a time-based medium, and join a 
history of dialogue about traces, indices, intentionality, and inquire 
into the location of skill, the origin of beauty, the location of author-
ship, and the personifi cation of inanimate objects. Maybe it even 
expands Joseph Beuys’s inclusionist mantra, from “everyone is an 
artist” to ‘everything is an artist,’ even a dumb truck, with a little 
help from its human friends?  Or do they extend Pollock’s Action 
Painting into the realm of the inanimate?  How does this differ from 
the photographic, video, or journalistic record of a journey?   Do the 
drawings tell us something about the trip from El Paso to Chicago 
that is somehow more or less representative than a snapshot from 
the cab? What exactly is this activity recording, or is that the right 
matrix within which to consider the drawings? 

In the history of mark-making, a human hand on a receptive surface 
has lost the battle of necessity, and now a truck’s mark is as good as 
any, and better for its novelty.  W.J.T. Mitchell might be inclined to 
ask, ‘what does the truck want?’  Could the truck be driven in such 
a way as to compose a sunset landscape, into which it drives itself?  
A nude (truck)?  Or instead of an epic battle, a signifi cant traffi c ac-
cident?  Why should it be confi ned to lighter or darker jiggly marks?   
What is driving the truck (aside from Ford)? 

Ford’s drawings visually harness kinetic energy that is somehow 
resonant with the heavy signifi cance of a journey, almost as if Ford 
found a way to record the truck’s cosmic visions.  It has a kind of 
necessity that a portrait in oils does not, within which lies the tacit 
investigation of what fi nally has necessity, and how much work it 
takes to make it visible. 

John Preus, 2011

Jane Addams
Lev Vgotsky
Robert Altman
Lucy Lippard
Thomas Berhard
Raymond Carver
Wilfried Kuehn
Martin Kippenberger
Kathe Kollwitz
Rainer Werner Fassbinder
Loris Malaguzzi
John Dewey
Rickie Lee Jones
Pascal Comelade

Infl uences of Laura Shaeffer



Schools have created their own cri-
sis. American schools are the most 
unequal, unfunded, and unsuccess-
ful in the industrialized world (and 
beyond) because they have real-
ized and, as a result, betrayed the 
“dream deferred” of a unitary so-
ciety. Both owing to and in spite of 
their egregious segregation (no-
where more than here in Chicago), 
school has become symbolically 
central to dissolving historical bonds 
within and between communities, in 
the service of generating a popula-
tion of autonomous subjects. In such 
a situation, nobody is in charge be-
cause everyone is in charge. What 
Foucault calls a “truth-game” be-
comes incoherent when the game 
shifts to a theater of endless confl ict 
between students, teachers, admin-
istrators, parents, and policymakers. 
The reason that we see this dynamic 
most clearly in the U.S. is that other 
countries have not yet dealt with 
the massive project of socially engi-
neering a diverse society. Sooner or 
later, they probably will. B.S.

Enter the Ninja, wood, 2012.

Enter the Ninja is a skeletal scale model of our ideal home.  We based it on Japanese 
houses of the 18th and 19th century, with an internal courtyard which acts as the heart of 
the house.   We left it skeletal because it is a dream of a home that seems almost unfulfi ll-
able.  It is a representation of a past that we’d love to recapture, but we fear may be gone 
forever.

Shawn Greene and Katrin Asbury



Bowen High School students at Burge rally in Daley Plaza with their art teacher Bert Stabler 

Torture mask project at Bowen High School

Bert Stabler

I teach art at Bowen High School, the alma mater of white Chicago police com-
mander Jon Burge, whose offi cers tortured false confessions out of over 100 
African-American men over a span of 25 years. Bowen is now a predominantly 
African-American high school on the southeast side, near Burge's infamous Area 
Two station. Our spring 2010 project dealing with Burge’s legacy arose
out of a collaboration with the phenomenal artist and activist Laurie Jo Reynolds, 
of the prison reform group Tamms Year Ten. Augmenting prison jumpsuits was her 
idea, and I ran with it, having my Art 1 students embroider and applique patches 
representing their response to the Jon Burge legacy. Burge torture victim and anti-
torture activist Mark Clement came to speak to my classes. We read articles about 
the many tortured confessions under Burge’s command and discussed police brutal-
ity and excess more generally. Clement, Reynolds, and members of Tamms Year 
Ten invited us to a “Jail Jon Burge” rally at Chicago City Hall on May 24, 2010, the 
fi rst day of Burge's perjury trial, at which activists wore the jumpsuits my students 
had adorned with words and images expressing their outrage at Burge's crimes and 
the police-state culture that protected and encouraged his violence.

My Art 2 classes worked on another Burge project this year, creating torture masks, 
an idea sparked by Laurie Jo's partner and collaborator Scott MacFarland. Scott 
explained that in medieval Europe, masks were often worn by both torturer and 
victim, to dehumanize them both and thereby encourage the britality of the former 
and the terror of the latter. The class learned more about the history of masks to 
evoke both absurdity and fear, in both religious ritual and theater, and we read 
about and discussed some details of the Burge history, such as his background as a 
military police offi cer in Vietnam-relating this to ongoing and current military and 
intelligence interrogation protocols-and a member of a white supremacist group, 
and illustrating the timeline of the tortured confession of Eric Caine, another black 
man Burge put in prison who recently won exoneration and release.

For our project, every student designed and constructed two paper-mache masks: 
one to represent the torturer, and one to represent the victim. Built over a bulky, 
fully three-dimensional structure, the results were compelling-some faces turning 
out clownish and uncanny, some animalistic and demonic, some human and vulner-
able. Some of the masks went on display in March 2012 at SHoP as part of the 
group show called “This House Is Not A Home.” (*)


